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Where does morphosyntactic structure come from? How do words and morphemes get 
grouped into constituents, that are spoken or signed in the elegant-yet-messy patterns we call 
grammar? In this presentation we focus on linear sequences in grammar (as opposed to 
hierarchical structure), and implement a computational model of how these linear structures 
might emerge based on relations of INTER-PREDICTABILITY between words or morphemes. 
 Several recent studies show that some linear orderings exhibit a striking isomorphism 
with ranked inter-predictability. Elements that are more inter-predictable are closer in linear 
order. For example, Culbertson and colleagues (2020) focus on a cross-linguistic bias 
towards particular word orders within noun phrases, whereby some order such as [N Adj 
Num Dem] and [Dem Adj N Num] are very common, while others such as [Num Adj Dem 
N] are very rare. They show that this bias aligns strongly with the ranked inter-predictability 
between nouns and other word types, measured as pointwise mutual information (PMI). More 
proximate elements such as [N Adj] have higher average PMI than less proximate elements 
such as [N Dem], and this statistical pattern holds for each of 24 languages surveyed. A 
similar result has been shown for the linear proximity of agglutinative affixes to stems in six 
languages (Hahn et al. 2022).  

These studies suggest some fundamental relationship between linear proximity and 
inter-predictability, and in this presentation I explore the nature of this relationship. I test 
whether inter-predictability could plausibly cause the emergence of linear orders, using NPs 
as a case study. I implement a simple computational model that starts from unordered 
symbolic elements of the categories {N, Adj, Num, Dem}, and gradually converges on 
consistent categorical orderings, driven by inter-predictability. The key mechanism in the 
model is a version of ‘chunking’, whereby more inter-predictable combinations of symbols 
are stored as holistic units (cf. Arnon & Snider 2010; Christiansen & Chater 2015), on the 
assumption that this produces efficiencies in the storage-and-retrieval system (Wray 2002; 
Wray 2017). Additionally, a bias towards consistent ordering by grammatical category (e.g. 
Mansfield et al. 2020; Mansfield et al. 2022), means that specific inter-predictabilities such as 
{cat, black} influence whole classes of elements such as {N, Adj}.  

The model produces NP-internal orderings that closely match those attested in natural 
languages (Dryer 2018). This suggests at least prima facie plausibility for NP linear ordering 
being generated largely by inter-predictability, without any recourse to an underlying 
hierarchical structure. This is in line with some theories that posit ‘flat’ constituent structures 
made up of linear sequences (e.g. Simpson & Withgott 1986; Culicover & Jackendoff 2005; 
Good 2016), as opposed to maximally deep hierarchies with strict binary branching (e.g. 
Kayne 1994). At the same time, the model is much simpler than the cultural evolutionary 
processes that characterise language change (e.g. Blythe & Croft 2021), and therefore many 
questions remain open, including whether this model is compatible with other efficiency 
principles such as domain minimisation (Hawkins 2004) and uniform information density 
(Levy & Jaeger 2007). 
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